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HDDR: Column Two

Yes, this is
really the
by Tom Dickens
second
column. Mike split my first column and
presented it in 2 issues of the Encoder.
Thanks for all of the feedback I received
from the first column. Yes, I was
serious about never having a Timex
Sinclair. I now have one (thanks Gerry).
In this column I'd, like to look at some
other basic parts which we all use for
building robots: LEDs and resistor
packs.
An LED (Light Emitting Diode) is
LEDs must
used as an indicator light for a variety of
use a
purposes. Every circuit should have a
resistor to
power-on LED to confirm that the circuit
limit the
really does have power (and to remind
cunent
you to turn it off). It is also common
through
practice to have LED indicators to
them, or
monitor the status of digital output
they will be
ports, giving you a visual indication of
real bright
the activity on the port. This way, when
fora short
things don't work, you can immediately
amount of
tell if you need to look at the software,
time.
or look down -stream at the device the
out put port is controlling. Besides, a
bunch of blinking lights really look cool.
Every time they open an access panel on
Data's head, I'm sure you would be
disappointed if all of those LEDs weren't
blinking up a storm. Common colors for
LEDs are red, green, orange, and yellow.
There are also blue LEDs (rather
expensive), and infrared LEDs, used
with IR detectors. LEDs come in a
variety of shapes and sizes: round,
rectangular, triangular; from 2mm to
10mm. Multiple LEDs can be packaged
as 7-segment displays, bargraphs, and

0

matrices. You can also find LED
mounting hardware (but a drop of hot
glue works wonders for BOTs). LEDs
will cost from a dime to a dollar or more,
and come in all sorts of luminous
intensities, various viewing angles,
diffusion, and lens types. For use as
blinky lights on BOTs, I use the
cheapest LEDs I can find (Vetco:
10/$1.00).
LED Power-on Indicator:

Power

LED

Resistor

Ground

LEDs must use a resistor to limit
the current through them, or they will
be real bright for a short amount of
time. Agood "ballpark" value to use is
220 ohms. Larger resistor values will
use less current (good for the batteries),
but the light will not be as bright. A
typical LED drops about 1.4 volts (not
like a normal diode which drops 0.7
volts). The resistor will drop the
remaining voltage. With a 5 volt source,
the current through the resistor: I= V/R
= (5-1.4)/220 = 16 mA Being in series,
the current through the LED is the
same as the current through the
resistor. Different LEDs have varying
characteristics, so check the specific
LED's data if more detail is needed.
LED Direction: It is very important
which way you wire up an LED. The
LED will light when current flows
through it from the cathode to the
(HDDR: Column 2 continued on page 2)

(HDDR: Column 2 cont. from page 1)

Q. What is
"HDDR"?
A. "Handy
Dandy Robot
Reference"
A place to
discuss the
various
pieces of

electronic,

anode. LEDs are made with one wire
slightly longer than the other. I can
never remember if the longer wire is the
anode or the cathode; I look in the LED
itself.
Inside the LED, one wire
terminates with a small piece and the
other with a large piece (pieces of what,
I'm not sure). The light is generated in
the gap between these pieces. The large
piece is the anode. Now look at the wire
lengths to see if the long one is the
anode or the cathode.

sense,and
other
related
knowledge
that goes

into building

a robot.

BAD

~

cothode

on ode

You don't want to drive LEDs
directly off of CPU ports; they may
require more current than the port is
designed to provide (which may blow out
your port). A basic TTL or CMOS gate
can be used as a buffer to sink the
current. Also note that gates can
generally sink more current than they
can source, so you DON'T want the
current to go from the gate, through the
LED and the resistor to ground, since
the current is being supplied by the
gate. You want the current to flow from
V+, through the resistor and the LED,
and be sunk to ground by the gate.
Some modern processors will source
current to an LED quite well, while
others may be stressed to drive an LED.
I always play it safe and: use a buffer
gate to isolate the LED current from
your processor, or only sink current,•· or
both. With a buffer that is an inverter,

GOOD

~
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LED

Expenses
Balance:

Both circuits will light the LED
when a logic high is applied to the gate.
Notice that the GOOD circuit uses an
inverter (74LS04, 74HC04, etc.). For
multiple LEDs you may want to use a
resistor pack rather than individual
resistors.
Multi-colored LEDs: Some LEDs
can display different colors.
They
display one color when the current flows
one direction, a different color when the
current flows in the reverse direction.
Some types even display a third color
when an alternating current is given.
Once you are confident with standard
LEDs, using multi-colored LEDs is
simple. Resistors packs can be used to
provide the functionality of multiple
resistors in SIP or DIP packages. I
commonly use them since they are
compact, can be plugged into sockets
and thus changed easily, and require
less wiring.
There are 3 basic
configurations: bussed, isolated, and
terminator array. To determine the
(HDDR: Col. 2 continued on pg. 8)
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you can maintain positive logic (the
LED is lit when the port is high) and
sink current. The other advantage with
a buffer gate is that if something goes
wrong! (nothing ever goes wrong while
building BOTs), the buffer chip may get
fried , but your processor is safe.

Balance Forward

Prez Sez

As I sit here ,
the first storm
by Kevin Ross
of the year is
touching down in Seattle. In fact, I am
using a laptop for fear that the power
will go out any moment. This weather
that drives us indoors for the rest of the
year is a real bonus to robotics, since we
all get a chance to practice our hobby
without the distraction of wanting to be
outside.
There are three main issues I am
working on for the SRS these days:
Classroom robots, an Article database,
and a new meeting room.
Several members of the SRS are
working on building classroom robots.
These are robots that members of the
club can use for giving demonstrations
to students of almost any age. The
current plan that we are working out 6
different robots that perform a variety of
different tasks such as line following, IR
avoidance, light seeking, and others.
Our goal is to create these robots with
members of the club , then to have the
robots and other materials available to
anyone in the club who wishes to use
them for classroom or other demonstrations. If you are interested in
helping out on this project, please
contact me (kevinro@microsoft.com or
206-788-7005).
We are attempting to collect articles
and other documentation that members
of the group have written or have come
across that seems interesting enough for

V-Prez Sez

It's in the air...
Data, I mean. I
recently
purchased a pair of Timeline's surplus
Proxim RF modem boards, installed
them in Radio Shack aluminum project
boxes, and demonstrated them at the
October 1994 SRS meeting. What a
kick!
The modems cost $99 each. For that
price you get tested and working circuit
boards, but no extra electronics such as
chassis, power supply, or even an
antenna.

by Karl Lunt

all members of the SRS. We are
uploading these articles to the SRS
bulletin board (206-362-5267). Some of
the files have graphics in them . We
decided to make them available in
Microsoft Write format , since most
people seem to have access to Windows.
Let us know how this works for you. We
are open to other options, but this
seemed to be the most reasonable
approach for now. If .another .format .
turns out to be just as available, we can
probably manage to get it incorporated
as well. I would like to encourage
everyone to document things that you
learn or invent so we can pass the
knowledge along to others. If you build a
project, please consider documenting it
with schematics, drawings, text, and
source code. The best way for all of us to
learn is by example. If you have some
information to contribute, write it up.
We aren't all authors, but practice
makes perfect, and your efforts will be
appreciated.
Our membership is growing, and we
are running low on space in our normal
meeting place. We are actively looking
for a larger room that we could use
every month on the 3rd Saturday from
10am to 4pm. Our criteria is that the
room should fit 70-80 people with chairs,
have free or really cheap parking, and
will be available on a long term basis.
Location is somewhat flexible as long as
its in the area. If you have something in
mind, please contact me.
Happily, these are easy to add. I
probably spent a total of three or four
evenings working on the project, and
they both worked first time.
I can't describe the totally excellent
craftsmanship on these modems. These
are some of the finest electronics I've
found yet in the surplus market. They
work as advertised, they went into the
project boxes easily, and they answer a
crying need.
Now, finally, I can
exchange serial data with Max from up
to 500 feet away at 9600 baud.
(V-~ Sez rontinued on page 7)

The weather
that drives us
indoors for
the rest of
the year is a
real bonus to
·robotics, .
since we all
get a chance
to practice
our hobby
without the
distraction of
wanting to be

outside.

Resources

One of the interesting challenges
Subscribing to the SRS mailing list
facing the hobbyist robot builder is is done by sending mail to the list server
finding resources for the hobby. at Pylon. You send a short email
There aren't many 'Robot Part Stores'. message to listserv@pylon.com. The text
In fact there aren't very many good of your message should contain the
books on the subject either. The best following phrase:
sources for information on suppliers and
subscribe srs <your email address>
books are SRS meetings, one of the For example:
internet based mailing lists, Karl Lunt's 'subscribe srs kevinro@microsoft.com'
monthly column in Nuts & Volts would add me to the mailing list. You
magazine, and of course word of mouth. . can also send mail containing the word
If you have a computer with a 'help' to find out more information on
modem, but don't have an email address what the list server can do for you.
that is accessible via the internet, you
Among the books that have made
really owe it to yourself to get one. the rounds of the SRS meetings, there
There are several internet providers in are a couple which are considered to be
the Seattle area that offer inexpensive staples
services to get you online. Pylon is one of the
such service run by an SRS member, robotics
David Adams. It costs about $10 a hobby.
The
most
month or so to get access to email and impressive and up to date
Usenet, plus you will have the ability to book out at the moment is
download information from all around Mobile Robots, by Joseph Jones
the world. This is a cheap way to get and Anita Flynn. This book
access to the internet, and you should more than any other we have seen
take advantage of it.
in a while reflects alot of the technology
You subscribe to Pylon on your that the SRS members have adopted.
modem by calling (206) 632-1464. Have Most of the projects are based on the
your terminal program set to emulate a 68HC11 , using simple single board
VT-100, as it will want you to use the computers, and have adopted something
arrow keys on your keyboard. Login as called the Subsumption Architecture. It
'new', and download the Pipeline is definitely a book to have. I have seen
software. The voice support number is it at Tower and the UW bookstore. It is
632-1702.
published by:
Once you have an email account,
A K Peters Ltd,
you can subscribe to several automated
289 Linden Street
mailing lists. These are email accounts
Wellesley, MA 02181
that act as distributors of mail. The
ISBN 1-56881-011-3
SRS has one that is provided by Pylon
Another great book is The Robot
as a free service to our members. If you Builders Bonanza: 99 Inexpensive
would like to send mail to everyone on Robotics Projects, by Gordon Mccomb.
the list, you address your mail to This book is full of great ideas, circuits,
srs@pylon.com instead of individual tips, and mechanical designs. Very much
members. The computer system at Pylon worth having and reading.
Tab Books
will in turn keep track of who is on the
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0850
mailing list, and forward your mail to
ISBN 0-8306-2800-1
everyone on the list. This is a very
ISBN 0-8306-2800-2 (Paperback)
powerful and extremely useful feature.
You will find that many people in
You can send information you have
learned, or ask questions of the SRS the group are using the FORTH
membership simply by sending mail to language for programming robots.
this list server.
(R,e<;<Jurces conJinu.e,d on page 5)

by Kevin Ross

(Resources rontiiwed from page 4)
Thanks to Karl Lunt, we have the
tiny4th FORTH compiler for the
68HC11 available at no cost. If you don't
know anything about FORTH, but
would like to learn, there is a book
called Starting Forth, written by Leo
Brodie. It is an excellent introduction to
the language. I bought my copy at
Tower, and I have seen it at the UW
bookstore also.
Prentice Hall
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632
ISBN 0-13-843087-9
The tiny4th compiler is available on
the SRS BBS (362-5267). Look for the
file tiny4th.z12. Actually, the 12 is the
release number. The higher the number,
the newer the release. Use the latest
version.
Another problem we face is finding
parts. The cheapest route for experimenting is to use surplus stores, which
buy extra inventory from manufacturers,
and sell them at sometimes bargain
basement prices. The suppliers that
seem to be most popular with SRS
members are:
• Electronic Goldmine, PO Box 5408,
Scottsdale AZ 85261, (602)451-7454
• All Electronics, PO Box 567, Van
Buys CA, 91408, 1-800-826-5432
• Alltronics, 2300 Zanker Road, San
Jose CA, 95131, (408)943-9773
If you don't already get their
catalogs , these are three mailing lists
worth being on. There are tons more
around, but I always end up buying from
one of the above.
Sometimes, you just have to buy

retail. Mail order can usually help
reduce our costs. Most members have
ordered from Digi-Key, which has a
catalog with lots of parts, and the prices
are not too bad.
• Digi-Key, 1-800-344-4539
There are several magazines are
that are directly applicable to the
robotics hobby. Karl Lunt, our previous
president and current VP/I'reasurer,
writes a monthly column in Nuts &
Volts magazine that makes the
subscription worth the $17 a year.
Circuit Cellar INK also puts out a
magazine called The
Computer
Applications Journal which is always
full of interesting microcontroller
articles. Steve Ciarcia is the founder
and director of the magazine. Excellent
is the best description.
• Nuts & Volts, 1-800-783-4624
• The Computer Applications Journal,
(609)786-0409
This has been just a sampling of the
information and suppliers that is
available to you. If you can't find it at
one of these suppliers, your best bet is to
send mail to srs@pylon.com because
chances are that someone on the
mailing list knows the answer to your
problem.

NiCd Basics: Part 2

their operation. NiCd batteries can
explode or cause fires if used or
recharged improperly. Neither I nor the
SRS will be responsible if you screw up.
You may be asking, "Why build a
NiCd charger?" It makes sense if the
batteries in your robot are difficult to
remove, or you are using a non-standard
battery size or voltage. If you are using

by Mike TalTilnt
Last month we hit the basics of
NiCd charging and discharging. In this
column we'll take a look at a simple
charger which can be switched between
standard and trickle charging.
DISCLAIMER: Don't build these
circuits, or attempt to modify them, if
you don't know the principles behind

•• oo
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Kevin Ross is a senior software
design engineer at Microsoft working on
object oriented operating systems. He is
also the current president of the Seattle
Robotics Society. Interests include
robotics, boating, computers, and
sleeping occasionally.

(NiOJ Basics: 2 ronJimJR,d on page 6)
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(NiCd Basics: 2 oonl from pg. 5)

off-the-shelf NiCds, it might be easier to
buy a charger that fits your needs.
We know that a standard charge
rate is C/10 for 12 to 14 hours, and a
trickle charge rate is C/20 to C/30 for
extended time periods. This information
and the amp-hour rating of your battery
make it easy to design a charger. I
designed the charger featured here to
charge a 3.6 volt, 280 mAh NiCd
battery. It's a three-cell battery used to
power cordless phones. I bought it at
Target for a few bucks. Most of my
robotics projects tend to be small, so it
has plenty of capacity for me. You can
scale this project up or down for
different sized batteries.
I used the LM317LZ three-terminal
adjustable regulator to create a constant
current charger. The 'LZ' identifies the
part as providing a maximum of lO0mA,
and having a plastic transistor-style
package (TO-92). If you need more
current, use the LM317 that comes in
the TO-220 (available at Radio Shack)
or TO-3 packages.
Fixed voltage
regulators like the 7805 can also be used

Since we know the charging current we
want, we can solve for R and get the
second equation.
lout == ~ • R == l.
R
lout
2

R is the value of a resistor placed
between the Adj and Vout terminals. It
provides the feedback the LM317 needs
to keep the current constant.
The following table shows charge
rates and values of R needed.
Charging Parameters
Rate

lout

R

C/10

28mA

43 ohms

C/20

14mA

86 ohms

C/30

9.3mA

129 ohms

If we break R into two parts, we can
have two different charge rates: a
standard rate and a trickle rate. The
way I accomplished this was to put a
switch across the second resistor to short
it out. (I show four resistors in that part
of the schematic •· don't get confused. I
didn't have a 49 ohm and a 66 ohm

Simple NiCd Charger
(for 280 mAh battery)

R2

DPDT Switch

1k

,&

Switch Up = Trickle Chorge
Switch Down = Stondord Charge

LM317

Bridge Rectifier

03

~
12 Volts AC
100 mA

Voutt--'VV'ir---'VV'lr......,1/1/1,-..J\/\f'v-<H,;>t----<..
+..-------.----.Vin
33
16
33
33
1N4002
To NiCd Battery

R1

1k
Green

D1

LED

Adj.------------'
All Resistors ore 1/2 Watt
M.S.T. 11/1994

in a constant current mode. Check their
data sheets for application examples.
A constant current charger provides
the same amount of current to the
battery regardless of battery voltage. It
is the prefered method for charging
sealed NiCd batteries.
The LM317 provides current
according to the following formula.

r

resistor in my junk box, so treat R3 as
one resistor and R4 as the second
resistor.) First find the resistor for the
standard rate; this is R3.
Then
calculate the resistance for the trickle
rate and subtract R3 from it. This is
R4. When the switch is open you have
R3 + R4, the value you need for trickle
(NiCd Basics: 2 oont. on pg. 7)

(V-Pres Sez ronli,wro from page 3)

PCB, then used nylon 4-40 screws and
spacers to position the camera away
This fills my last requirement for from the panel.
building a capable, robust tele-operated
I had already drilled a 1/2 inch hole
robot. I have been working toward this in the center of the panel for a lens
robot for two or three years now. With opening. When fastened in place, the
the Proxim modems, I have all the camera's lens came just to the surface of
pieces to the puzzle in hand.
the panel, but did not stick beyond it.
I will have a Nuts & Volts article
This gives some protection to the
out in the next two months, giving camera's optics and its electronics.
complete schematics and plans for Since this camera will ultimately be
construction. Until then, feel free to mounted on an all-terrain robot, it needs
send me email at karl@mav.com if you the extra protection.
have questions.
I also added a pair of RCA jacks on
If you haven't ordered your modems the opposite end panel. One is for the
yet, call Timeline at 800-872-8878 and camera's video. The other will carry
place your request.
audio from an as-yet unbuilt amplifier,
On a roll
to be mounted inside the spacious
Since I had so much fun putting the chassis.
modems in boxes, I took a couple of
This will give me audio and video
hours and put my little Chinon LCD signals for a Gemini Rabbit TV
camera in a chassis as well.
transmitter, also to be carried on the
This camera measures 1.9 by 1.9 · ATR.
inches, and it mounts perfectly on the
The whole system, with one of the
end panel of a Radio Shack 270-238 RF modems added, should give me a
project box. Granted, about 80% of the super tele-operation robot. Look for it at
box' interior is empty, but the camera the November meeting.
Keep on keeping on ...
looks really cool on the end.
I drilled four holes to line up with
Karl
the mounting holes on the camera's
(NiQJ, Basics: 2 ront. from pg. 6)

charging. When the switch is closed you
just have R3, the value you need for
standard charging.
To charge the battery, I hooked it to
the output and plugged the 'wall-wart'
transformer into the input. The green
led is a power-on indicator. Switch the
switch down for standard charge ·· the
red led will light at this point. With a
discharged battery connected, the
charger provided 23.3 mA of charging
current. I left it on overnight and the
battery voltage was around 4.2 volts
when I checked it 12 hours later (3 cells
x 1.4 volts/each at full-charge) . I
switched it up to trickle charge (red led
off, but green led still on) and measured
9.8 mA. These aren't the exact values in
the table, but since I wanted to use the
parts I had in my junk box, they are

close enough.
Things to remember to size the
charger differently:
1. Can your AC transformer supply
the voltage and current you need?
2. Change R3 and R4 for the
standard and trickle rates you need.
Change Rl and R2 to match your supply
voltage •· so your leds don't fry.
3. Calculate the power dissipated
by each resistor. Do you need to use a
higher wattage rating?
4. Measure the current output in
standard and trickle modes to double
check your work.
Next month I'll cover new battery
technologies with some promising ones
that are right around the corner.

A constant
current
charger
provides the
same amount
of current to
the battery

reganless of
battery

voltage. It is
the prefered
method for
charging
sealed NiCd
batteries.

(HDDR: Col. 2 continued from pg. 2)
type you have, see the resistor
numbering systems below, or simply
check them with an Ohm meter.
SIP pack, bussed resistors:
Example: 10 pins, 9 resistors.
Use: Multiple pull-up or pull-down
connections. Ideal for supplying power
to a bunch of LEDs with sink-gates.

... a bunch of
blinking
lights really

look cool.
Every time
they open an

SIP pack, isolated resistors:
Example: 10 pins, 5 resistors.
Use: When discrete resistors are
needed.

access
panel in
Data's head,

I'm sure you
would be
disappointed
if all those
LEDs
weren't
blinking up a
storm.

SIP pack, terminator array:
Example: 6 pins, 8 resistors.
Use: When you need a voltage
divider or a pull-up/pull-down setup.
The Pull-up and pull-down resistor
values may be different.
0

I have seen SIP resistors with 6, 8,
and 10 pins, costing from less than a
dime to about 35 cents each. DIP

versions are also available: typically in
16 pin packages.
In the isolated
configuration, the resistors are placed at
pins 1-16, 2-15 , 3-14, and so on. The
bussed type, pin 16 is the common. The
terminator type, pins 8 and 16 are the
commons. Numbering: In column 1
(October '94 Encoder), I outlined resistor
numbering --both colors and numbers.
Here's where we use the numbering
scheme. This is, what you'll see on
different SIP resistor packs:
Active:
Corning:

460pX-10t-vvv
LCp00t-vvvvG
Dale: CSCppA0tvvvG
Kyocera:
SRNStpp-vvvG
p = number of pins (6, 8, 10)
t = type (l=bussed, 2= isolated,
4=termina tor)
v = resistor value
For example: 4606X-101-102 is the
Active part number for a 6 pin, bussed,
lK ohm SIP (102 = 10 * 101\2 = lK,
remember?). 4610X-102-221 is 10 pins,
isolated, 220 ohms. 4610X-104-331/471
is a 10 pin terminator array with values
of 330 and 470 ohms. Reference: Active
Catalog, Vol. 914, pages 123-124.
I usually buy the 10-pin SIPs. If I
need a smaller size for types 1 and 2, I
just hack the end off with some hefty
wire cutters. Works for me, your milage
may vary.
Next time let's look at additional
tricks with LEDs and seven-segment
displays.
Tom works for Boeing Computer
Services and also teaches at Cogwsell
College North. He can be reached at:
tpd6908@yak.ca. hoeing.com
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Cow in water

Cow in trouble

Marginalia
"Adversity has the effect of eliciting
talents which in prosperous circumstances
would have lain dormant."
-Horace
I had started the first Marginalia
column with this quotation. A column
that I completely rewrote later, but I
like the quotation, so I'll use it here. I
think as we look back on a year of robot
building, we'll see a lot of challenge and
adversity we overcame (or might still be
working on).
I think you'll find this edition of the
Encoder a bit easier to read. I've
relaxed the spacing a bit. November's
issue was hard on the eyes. Next
month's issue may be different in ways I
can't even predict. Kevin Ross, our
president, is going to get me a copy of
Microsoft Publisher to try. If it's easier
and more powerful, I'll stick with it.
I have lots of ideas for things I
would like to try in 1995. Most are
fairly ordinary, but one is bound to be
controversial •· an 'electronic' version of
the Encoder. Those that could, would
download it (or better yet, use ftp);
others would receive disks; and the
computer-less few , would receive the
printed version. A survey will go out at
renewal time asking you questions
about your computer, so I can gauge just
how possible this will be. Target date
for this project is late summer '95. As I
see it, it's a trial run for providing

k .
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robotics information in a way that can
be easily disseminated. And it gets us
one step closer to having a World Wide
Web site on the Internet (OK, so it's a
very, very, tiny step, but it's a step).
Regardless of what happens, I hope
any changes made will be improvements. And as always, your comments
are welcome. Drop me some email at:
mtarrant@atk.com
We have lots of contributors to
thank. First, a big thanks to Applied I would like
Microsystems and Jim Cox for to wish all of
contributing the reproduction of this you a safe
issue. It's a big savings, and I'm hoping amdhappy
it will allow us to spend money on holiday
projects like robot competitions and season. See
classroom events. Thanks also go out to you next
article writers: Kevin Ross, Karl Lunt, year!
and Tom . Dickens.
Jim also gets
another mention for the work he does on
the mailing end of things. Thanks Jim.
Speaking of mailing .. . Let us know
if you're moving, or have moved and this
is being forwarded to you. Every month
we get a few issues returned to us •·
usually because the forwarding order
has expired at your Post Office. Help us
save money for events and projects that
will be later featured in the Encoder.
Besides, it delays your receiving the
Encoder, and you don't want that to
happen, do you?
Last of all, I would like to wish all of
you a safe and happy Holiday season.
See you next year!
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HDDR: Column Two
1994 Financial Report
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NiCd Basics: Part 2
Marginalia
1995 Publishing Schedule

Quick Facts:
4'.J SRS Address: P.O. Box 665, Mill Creek, WA 98012
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SRS Listserver: Send email to "listserv@pylon.com" with
"subscribe srs" in the body of the message. Confirmation and
further instructions will be emailed back to you.
SRS Bulletin Board: 362-5267 (up to 14.4K, N-8-1)
The SRS meets on the third Saturday of each month at North
Seattle Community College, Room 1652, 10am - 12pm. The
group was formed in 1982 to help those interested in building
and learning about robots. Why not join us?
Encoder back-issues are available ($LOO/issue+ postage)
All rights are reserved by the respective article authors
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